The Department of Arabic Language and cultures and the project A Continuing Spring: Arab and Australian views on social justice, equal economic development and cultures of freedom, with the support of the Council for Australian—Arab Relations (CAAR), Arab Film Festival Australia, University of Sydney’s Film Studies Program, Art History Department and Religion State and Society Network presents, Arab Women Film Festival.

**Time & Date**
Thursdays, 6.00 – 9.00pm, depending on film length

**Location**
Room N395, John Woolley Building
The University of Sydney

**Further Information**
- sydney.edu.au/arts/arabic/about/events

**10 September**
The Silences of the Palace (Samat al-qusur), Moufida Tlatli, Tunisia/France, 1994
Film introduction and Q&A with Prof Martine Antle (Dept of French Studies) and Professor Sahar Amer (Dept of Arabic Language and Cultures)

**24 September**
Our Feelings Took the Pictures. Open Shutters Iraq, Maysoon Pachachi, Iraq/UK, 2009
Film introduction and Q&A with Laila Naji (Iraqi-Australian University Graduate Forum, IAUGF) and Firas Naji (Organizing Committee Arab Film Festival Australia, AFFA)

**8 October**
Where Do We Go Now? Nadine Labaki, Lebanon, 2012
Film introduction and Q&A with Fadia Abboud - Co-, Director AFFA and Filmmaker) and Dr Susan Potter (Dept of Film Studies)

**22 October**
Salata Baladi, Nadia Kamel, Egypt, 2008
Film introduction and Q&A with Lucia Sorbera (Dept of Arabic Language and Cultures) and Alissar Gazal (Organizing Committee AFFA and Filmmaker)

**29 October**
Scent of Revolution, Viola Shafik, Egypt/Germany, 2014
Film introduction and Q&A with Paul Esber (Dept of Arabic Language and Cultures) and Dr Paula Abood – Organising Committee AFFA and Filmmaker